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Abstract
This paper deals with the derivational morphology of automatic word form recognition. It presents a set of declarative rules which
augment lexical entries with information governing the allomorphic changes of derivation in addition to the existing allomorphy rules for
inflection. The resulting component generates a single lexicon for derivational and inflectional allomorphy from an elementary base-form
lexicon. Thereby our focus lies both on avoiding redundant allomorph entries and on the suitability of the resulting lexical entries for
morphological analysis. We prove the usability of our approach by using the generated allomorphs as the lexicon for automatic wordform
recognition.

1. Introduction
One of the main concerns when coding a grammar for a
natural language morphology is to provide the information
needed for dealing with its allomorphic phenomena in a
detailed and coherent manner. Independent of the chosen
theoretical background, be it a Two-Level (Koskenniemi,
1983; Trost, 1990; Trost, 1993), a paradigmatic (Calder,
1989), an object-oriented (Daelemans et al., 1992; Evans
and Gazdar, 1996; Riehemann, 2000), or an LA (Hausser,
1992; Hausser, 2006; Hausser, 2009) approach, the gram-
mar developer is confronted with the problem that in most
languages allomorphy emerges as the result of different va-
rieties of word formation.
A well-known phenomenon of German allomorphy is a
vowel mutation, the so-called ’Umlautung’.1 Many Ger-
man nouns use an additional allomorph to form their plu-
ral. E.g., the noun Buch, the German pendant for book,
has two inflectional stem allomorphs, the singular stem al-
lomorph Buch and the plural stem allomorph Büch. Allo-
morphy, however, may also be triggered by a derivational
affix like the suffixes chen or lein which are usually used to
create a diminutive form, e.g., the diminutive form of Buch
is Büchlein.
It is evident that an allomorphic inflectional form is nei-
ther a sufficient nor a necessary condition for an allomor-
phic derivational form. (⇒) The plural stem of the German
noun Fach is Fäch, but the derivational adjective is fach-
lich. (⇐) The singular and the plural stem of the German
noun for flower, Blume, are the same, whereas the diminu-
tive form Blümlein is the result of a vowel mutation and
of an e-elision. We conclude that allomorphy phenomena
of inflection and of derivation have to be treated alike, but
independently of each other, cf. Trost (1990).
The definition for the derivational morphotactics must not
only specify the preconditions, but also provide the neces-
sary information to choose from a subset of quasi equiva-

1For a concise introduction to the topic of word formation
in German morphology, cf. Fleischer and Barz (1992), Motsch
(2004).

lent suffixes. For example, even though there are predomi-
nantly phonetical rules to choose between the suffixes chen
or lein in German, these rules often allow more than one
alternative. In such a case, the choice is often used to mod-
ify the semantics of the formed expression. For example,
the diminutive form Frauchen refers the owner of a pet,
usually a dog, whereas the diminutive form Fräulein is the
old-fashioned and now political incorrect denomination of
a rather young and unmarried woman.
Because some stem allomorphs are required for derivation
only, it is necessary to investigate the exact set of combin-
able derivational affixes for a given stem. Determining the
required allomorphs and their morphotactics requires a lot
of work if it is done manually.2

This raises the question whether the morphotactics of a
single derivational affix should be determined separately
or whether it is advisable to treat groups of affixes as a
whole. The answer depends on the language being de-
scribed. In German, for example, there exists a certain
correlation between the allomorph stems and the compat-
ible derivational affixes. Thereby, several derivational rules
resulting in ’Umlautung’ or e-elision share some of the pre-
conditions for the allomorphic change; however, the scope
of grouping is limited, as some of the preconditions may
differ – as in the case of the suffixes lich vs. isch in han-
dlich vs. händisch.
From a technical point of view it seems easiest to define
the allomorphs resulting from inflection and derivation in-
dependently from each other. As a result, inflection can
be handled paradigm-based, while the derivational compo-
nent may be switched on and off, dependent on the appli-
cation. This, however, requires a mechanism to merge the
allomorphs for inflection and derivation while avoiding un-
necessary ambiguities resulting from redundant generation.

2The task can be simplified by using large corpora, though,
admittedly, postprocessing is still needed as derivation is rather
productive in a number of languages. Besides, many derivational
forms a rarely used and, consequently, many derivational forms
will be missing even in very large corpora.
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Figure 1: Flow chart of allomorph generation

2. Idea
An adequate handling of derivation should guarantee that a
given derivational affix can only be combined with the ap-
propriate stem allomorphs and only with these, thus avoid-
ing under- and over-generation.3 It is also desirable that the
automatically generated allomorph lexicon does not contain
any redundant allomorph entries. This goal can be achieved
by a rule-based approach in the form of several cascaded
preprocessor steps which refine a given lexicon.
Our procedure is in accordance with the allomorph method
presented in Hausser (1999). Based on an elementary lexi-
con, an allomorph lexicon is created before runtime serving
as the backbone of a morphological analysis during run-
time. However, we improve this approach by inserting both
a further preprocessor step to generate the derivational al-
lomorphs and a subsequent merging step which fuses the
resulting allomorphs of the precedent steps.
The complete generation process can be seen in fig.1.
The inflectional as well as the derivational allo rules op-
erate on the same elementary lexicon in order to gener-
ate the required allomorphs for inflection, the inflectional
allomorphs, and the necessary allomorphs for derivation,
the derivational allomorphs, which together form the allo-
morph lexicon. Conflating the obtained allomorphs is es-
sential, as inflectional and derivational allo rules may gen-
erate the same allomorph more than once. Note that the
derivational allomorph rules alone may already generate re-
dundant allomorphs.
Although it is technically feasible to apply the inflectional
and the derivational allo rules to the same elementary lexi-
con (as described above), it may be a good idea to split the
elementary lexicon in two parts, one for the simple and one
for the derivative word forms. Storing the base-form entries
for the generation of the inflectional and derivational allo-
morphs apart renders the compilation of the lexicon files
much easier, as enriching a single lexicon with the com-
plete information regarding any mechanism of word for-
mation would breach the structuring of the lexicon which
hitherto merely reflects the inflectional paradigms.

3It would be useful to deploy semantic knowledge to constrain
the legitimate combinations even more, but this is not the topic of
this paper.

3. Implementation
Technically, the implementation builds on the JSLIM allo-
morph preprocessor (Handl et al., 2009), which enables the
user to define the way allomorphs are created in a declara-
tive manner.4

The preprocessor interprets allo rules which specify the sur-
face and the category values of the generated allomorphs. It
supports flat non-recursive feature structures as the under-
lying data structure of the lexicon entries. Besides, tem-
plates can be used to avoid redundancy by sharing com-
mon attribute-value pairs as can be seen in fig.2, 3 and yet
another kind of rules, so-called combi rules, are used dur-
ing analysis to describe the combination with inflectional
affixes for a given flectional paradigm.
Fig.2 shows an extract from the elementary lexicon. It
defines a template which comprises two attributes, the
attribute allo and the attribute combi with the value
A_Frau and C_Gabe respectively. Subsequent to the tem-
plate are the associated entries, which provide possible val-
ues for its attribute sur.

!template[allo: A_Frau, combi: C_Gabe]
![sur]

A-Dur
A-Moll
ABM-Stelle
Abhitze
Abiose
Ablepsie
...
Blume
...

Figure 2: Extract from the elementary lexicon

!template[allo: A_chen]
![sur]
Amboss
Anekdote
Backe
Bahn
Balken
Balkon
...
Blume
...

Figure 3: Extract from the derivational elementary lexicon

The lexicon entries for the generation of the allomorphic
variants of the derivative forms are either merged in the pre-
processor step or combined with a derivational suffix during
analysis. Hence, we do not have to assign a combi table.
However, as illustrated in fig.3, an allo rule is required to
describe the necessary allomorphic changes.
We store the information about the valid combination of an
allomorph stem with a derivational affix by means of an
additional attribute, here via the attribute der. The values
of this attribute are the surfaces of the derivational affixes
with which the allomorph stem can be combined.

4As a consequence the output is generated in a form which
is suitable for further processing with JSLIM and can be directly
used as the allomorph lexicon for a morphology written in JSLIM.
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sur: chen
core: chen
dern: C_Maedchen
sfxn: (n)





sur: er
noun: er
cat: (s3)
sem: (perspro)
allo: A_achteln
combi: C_null
dern: C_Adler
derv: C_achteln
flxs: (nva)
pfx: (v)
sfxn: (nv)
sfxv: (nv)
gra: fug



Figure 4: Coding of an derivational affix

Fig.4 shows the entry for the derivational affix chen. Apart
from its surface and core value, the entry comprises the
two attributes dern and sfxn to mark it as a derivational
suffix for nouns. Thereby, dern contains the inflectional
information of the resulting derivative word form whereas
sfxn denotes the resulting part of speech (noun). The no-
tation used also allows the coding of suffixes which may
be combined with different kind of stems or coincide with
other word forms as can be seen at the example of the suf-
fix er. The latter can be combined both with nouns (as in
Spiel → Spiel-er or Wild → wild-er-n) and with verbs (as
in schwimmen → Schwimm-er or schlafen → schläf-er-n)
both to build noun or verb forms. The respective inflec-
tional classes are stored in the attributes dern and derv.
The values of the attributes sfxn and sfxv denote the
indefiniteness of the resulting parts of speech. Note, that
er can also be used as a prefix, a personal pronoun or an
epenthesis.

Figure 5: Elementary lexicon, allo rules and their result

A sketch of the application of the allo rules for the German
nouns Blume and Mann and the derivational suffixes chen
and lich can be seen in fig.5. The definition of an allo rule
starts with the keyword table followed by its name and its
signature. The latter defines which attributes are checked
and which attributes are altered.

The body of the allo rules comprises one or more clauses
separated by a semicolon or full stop which specifies the ex-
act values of the precondition (left side) and postcondition
(right side). The difference between using a full stop and
a semicolon is that the former allows to inherit the missing
values from the preceding clause. Regular expressions are
marked by a pair of slashes. The JSLIM allo preproces-
sor supports the standard set of regular expressions and an
additional operator, “, to realize vowel mutations.
Obviously, the allo rules D_lich, D_chen and F_Mann
all generate the allomorph Männ. The fact that the allo-
morphs generated in this way are redundant, can be real-
ized by observing their surface and the value of their core
attribute. In the merging step, they are fused into a single
allomorph the attributes of which are the result of the con-
catenation of their respective values. The order of the con-
catenation thereby depends on the order of the allo rules.
Note that it is essential that the part of speech is already
stored in the elementary lexicon as the derivational affixes
may be restricted in this respect.

4. Evaluation
The set of allomorphs generated in this way was evaluated
by means of a German morphology (Handl et al., 2009),
which was built using JSLIM and, up to now, did not allow
a rule-based handling of derivation. The original morphol-
ogy grammar used a base-form lexicon which comprised
about 62.600 base-forms of nouns, 17.400 base-forms of
adjectives, and 12.000 base-forms of verbs. In order to cope
with the allomorphic changes of frequent derivative word
forms, the original morphology grammar required addi-
tional lexicon files, which contained these allomorphic vari-
ants and comprised 7.900 derivative nouns, 1.200 derivative
adjectives and 1.000 derivative verbs.
By adding rule base support for both derivation and com-
position, we were able to reduce the number of base-form
entries for nouns, adjectives and verbs by 56.7%, 42.4%,
and 51.4% respectively, thus obtaining a morpheme lex-
icon, which comprised merely 27.000 entries for nouns,
10.000 entries for adjectives, and 5.300 entries for verbs.
These numbers could still be decreased by extending our
rule system, e.g., to handle derivative word forms and com-
pounds which contain hyphens, so that the corresponding
base-forms could be removed from the lexicon.

nouns verbs adj. all
simple forms 28545 10565 6777 45887
derivative forms 10393 907 1194 12494
total 38938 11472 7971 58381
merged 28387 10557 6771 45715
reduction rate 27.1% 8.0% 15.1% 21.7%

Table 1: Required entries in the allomorph lexicon

As a direct consequence of merging the 12.500 allomor-
phic variants of the derivative forms with those of the sim-
ple forms as presented in this paper, most of the former
could be spared as they overlapped with existing entries.
So, instead of the initial 10.300 entries for derivative nouns
only 158 entries were required. This accounts to a reduc-
tion of 98.5%. The number of required entries for adjective
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and verb derivatives also decreased by 99.1% and 99.5%
respectively. With regard to the total lexicon size of 58.300
allomorphs this still amounts to an additional reduction of
21.7% (see tab.1).
Evidently, using a supplementary preprocessor step to fuse
the inflectional and derivational allomorphs is worthwhile.
Apart from the obvious benefit concerning the required
memory, it also decreases the number of ambiguities per-
ceptible by about 10-30%5 as artificial ambiguities due to
redundant lexicon entries could be avoided.
Although the here presented technique may have a slighter
effect on other languages depending on the respective sig-
nificance and variation of derivation, it does not restrict
itself to a specific language and can therefore easily be
adopted to any European language. Moreover, its general-
ity renders it independent of a specific formalism so that it
may be used regardless of the pursued theoretical approach.

5. Conclusion
In this article, we have shown that by using a declara-
tive rule scheme and a multilayered allomorph generation
method, an inflectional morphology can easily be extended
to cope with derivational allomorphy.
Obviously, it is also possible to extend the approach even
further and add another layer for the generation of allo-
morphs based on composition, though this might not be ex-
pedient for all languages. Likewise, this additional prepro-
cessor step can be employed to facilitate further tasks con-
cerning the mechanisms of word formation, e.g., the coding
of epenthesis.
Our evaluation, which based on a computational morphol-
ogy for German, showed that the size of the allomorph lexi-
con used for analysis could be reduced significantly, though
there is still room for further improvements. Moreover, by
splitting the elementary lexicon in two parts, one for the
generation of the allomorphs which are required for the
simple forms, and one for the generation of the allomorphs,
which are required for the derivational forms, we managed
to preserve the paradigm based structuring of the lexicon
files and so facilitated enormously the compilation of the
lexicon files.
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